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Abstract The social Web is going mobile and needs support for friend-
ship management in a distributed manner, while privacy concerns man-
date con�guring the public visibility of one's friends. In this paper we
leverage existing Web standards to describe a simple P2P protocol for es-
tablishing, enforcing, and revoking hidden friendship relations and report
on an implementation for a mobile platform. We examine the suitability
of hidden friendship links for bilateral and delegated access control and
discuss how the social connotation of friendship can be preserved when
concealing the friend's identity.

1 Online Friendship Relations and Privacy

The use of on-line and social networking websites is growing, and social inter-
action through such systems is now part of the daily routine for many indivi-
duals [4]. Whilst the development of social networking on the Internet originated
from the desire to allow individuals to update their friends or colleagues with
new personal or professional information, social networking techniques are now
being used to enhance the performance of many other Internet services. For
example, friendship links have improved Internet search content indexing and
ranking by using HTTP requests made by friends [9]; Tribler [11] is an overlay
on top of BitTorrent [10], allowing users to establish friendship links and form
groups in order to increase download speed or improve content discovery.

Positive privacy of friendship relations. Once established, the friendship relation
often confers additional rights or capabilities to friends, such as the ability to
view personal photographs or send private messages (�rst use-case, UC1). In this
context, friendship links on social networks are seen as privacy enhancing, since
they restrict access to personal information. Unfortunately, the controls available
to limit access to personal data or enhanced services are often quite primitive.
Most sites allow users to restrict access to personal information to friends (of
�rst or higher degree) and some sites permit permission to be con�gured at
an individual level. There are only few sites which allow users to privately
group individuals together and apply access control at the group level directly;
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such capabilities are required to provide more generic rôle-based access control
facilities.

As online social networking sites increasingly become platforms on which
relationships are setup rather than merely replicated from the o�ine world,
networks provide trust metrics to guide the users in assessing other members'
credibility. Despite its limitations, a user's friends count is used as a simple yet
intuitive metric in contexts such as casual dating, business contacts, or electronic
commerce (UC2).

Friendship links may also be used by the information consumer for incoming
�ltering rather than for outgoing �ltering by the information producer. The
access control function of friendship is replaced by an information over�ow pre-
vention function. For instance, user agents may only process broadcasted events
such as status updates that originate from known friends; Sunday shoppers may
only enjoy receiving promotional o�ers from stores that are on their favourites
list (UC3).

The gate-keeping function of friendship relations is not restricted to pairwise
encounters, but can be extended to multihop authorisation based on functional
properties of the links, including but not limited to transitivity: friends of friends
or, more generally, friends of nth degree may enjoy privileged access (UC4).
Active consent of the original information holder or of the involved middlemen
may be required for successful privilege propagation (UC5).

Negative privacy of friendship relations. The set of attributes and identities
linked with a friend's online pro�le introduce a privacy-endangering facet into
friendship relations. Having a friendship relation with somebody may be so-
cially detrimental. For example, investigating journalists have a professional
interest in keeping their sources secret (UC6). Executive professionals may wish
to maintain secret ties with friends working at competitor companies (UC7). And
teenagers may feel peer group pressure in choosing who they call friends (UC8).
Pitfalls also arise within the online network itself when the number and kind
of friends positively and negatively in�uence one's social status (UC9). There
are also potential negative consequences outside the social realm. Companies
rely on the formalised nature of friendship relations to mine connections bet-
ween users along which personality traits and socio-economic characteristics are
assumed to propagate. A potential employer may refuse a candidate because of
her friendship with others; and users may receive targeted advertisements based
on preferences and interests their friends publicised on the network site.

The nature of the friendship relation on social networking sites therefore
requires the ability to hide friendship relations. Simply hiding all of one's friends
does not solve the problem, because it denies the advantages of public friendship
and ignores the symmetry of friendship relations, implying that either of the
involved parties may reveal the existence of a link independently. In analysing
an existing social network, the authors found that more than two thirds of users
who chose to conceal friendships actually had exposed at least one of these
supposedly hidden relationships [12].
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Mobile networking. As the performance and capability of mobile phones in-
creases, such devices increasingly host social networking applications. This mo-
vement provides richer (yet intermittent) connectivity, encourages greater levels
of data entry, and allows the automated collection of sensor data, such as loca-
tion information. Intermittent connectivity encourages more application state
and functionality to reside on the device itself, rather than a remote server,
and it is for this reason we believe that a move to decentralised social networks
will occur. In the long term, mobile devices may function without any cen-
tralised facilities at all. Brief encounters amongst humans will trigger ad-hoc
connectivity between devices. For instance, human mobility and opportunistic
short-range networking may allow social networks to be built on top of delay-
tolerant networks, for which, in turn, stable human connectivity traces suggest
reliable routing paths [6, 16]. Also, a decentralised scheme potentially provides
better privacy guarantees, since trusting social network operators is no longer a
prerequisite�data are kept on the device under the control of the individual.

Our contribution. The contribution of this paper is twofold. Building on pre-
vious research into the architecture of hidden friendship relations [12], we pro-
pose a simple protocol for establishing, enforcing, and revoking selectively hidden
friendship relations in a P2P scenario. In addition, we describe an implemen-
tation of this protocol for mobile devices, providing details of the user interface
and on the integration with the phone's existing messaging and contact mana-
gement facilities. We review our protocol with regard to security and functional
requirements, to resource consumption, as well as to standard compliance. Ba-
sed on nine use-cases, we examine the suitability of hidden friendship links to
convey privileges and we discuss how the social connotation of friendship can be
preserved when concealing the friend's identity.

2 Hidden Friendship Relations Protocol

Deployment scenario and protocol requirements. In a centralised scenario, hid-
den friendship links can easily be implemented by the central network server
removing hidden friends from its response when serving a user's list of friends,
based on the credentials the requesting client presents. In particular, the net-
work operator is in a position to evaluate any credentials with regard to a strong
identity since the user is typically session-authenticated. In an otherwise secure
system, it is unlikely that user B could pose for A when presenting (replaying)
one of A's credentials.

In a distributed scenario, however, checking the credentials of the reques-
ting user represents a server-like task, implying that continuous connectivity
must be maintained, which is incompatible with the assumption of intermittent
connectivity and prohibitively resource-consuming for mobile devices.

One of the design challenges, which occurs when removing a central autho-
rity, becomes the lack of a strong yet simple proof of identity. A traditional
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decentralised public key infrastructure, such as GPG, or the web of trust im-
ply a social graph in which identity can be mined to the detriment of hidden
friendship.

Design goals and requirements. In order to support a distributed social network,
it is desirable if a user's list of friends is immutable with respect to requests
being made by di�erent parties. A distributed hidden friendship protocol is
further expected to ful�l the following design goals: (a) users should be able to
selectively hide a self-chosen subset of their friends; (b) a friendship relation,
whether hidden or public is symmetric; (c) users should be able to establish, to
revoke, and to set the visibility of their outgoing friendship links uni-laterally,
i.e. without coordination e�orts; (d) a friendship is public i� both friends make
it public and it is hidden i� both friends hide it; (e) a friend B of user A can
check whether their friendship still holds by inspecting A's list of friends; (f)
everybody should see public friendship links, and nobody except the involved
parties should be able to infer a hidden friendship from either list of friends; (g)
the establishment of a friendship relation requires the consent of both parties; (h)
hidden and public friendship links are both made public, i.e. hiding a friendship
link comes not from concealing its existence (no security through obscurity).

It is outside the scope of the protocol to specify what leads to establishing a
friendship. This preceding interaction pertains to the social sphere.

Threat model. We outline the security goals and the threat model for a hidden
friendship in general and its distributed deployment in particular. The funda-
mental notion is user A calling user B a hidden friend. This shall be manifested
with an encrypted entry EAB in A's public list of friends. The entry can be
accessed by any other user since the list of friends is public. However, it shall
not be possible for a non-related third-party X /∈ {A,B} to learn who B is from
the entry in the list of friends. In particular, X is unable to locate the correspon-
ding list of friends in which EBA should be listed in case the hidden friendship
actually exists through symmetrically calling one another a hidden friend.

The following assumptions are made with regard to a friend entry EAB: (a)
EAB 6= EBA so that the symmetry of a hidden friendship is not obvious; (b) EBA

6= ECA so that two users having a common friend is not visible in the friend list;
(c) a friends list entry corresponding to a hidden friendship can be told apart
from a non-hidden friendship link; (d) the validity of EAB cannot be established
by X, i.e. X cannot distinguish a real friends list entry from random data made
up by A. It is assumed to be beyond the capabilities of an attacker to compute
EBA from EAB and to infer B from EAB.

Regarding the integrity of a list of friends, we assume that a user has sole
control over her public list of friends and that requests to this list can be made
in a secure manner. A potential attacker has the following capabilities: (a) mo-
nitoring tra�c of users; (b) monitoring changes in the published lists of friends;
(c) re-publishing hidden or public friendship entries found in other users' lists of
friends.
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Regarding the system environment, the following assumptions are made: (a)
devices that o�er tool support for distributed hidden friendship links have su�-
ciently synchronised clocks to assess lifetime expiry of documents such as friend-
ship lists. Moreover, these devices experience periods of lost connectivity. We
assume that (b) users checking for the existence of a device or a user do not
immediately conclude the non-existence of a user from her non-reachability. As
devices may cache friends lists, these cached versions may be outdated. No
means for verifying cache expiry exists at periods of lacking connectivity, during
which friendship revocation may occur. We, therefore, further assume that (c)
users may rely on possibly outdated cache copies, (d) will implement safeguards
such as short expiry times for critical applications, and (e) further delay the exe-
cution of critical friend lookups until connectivity is restored or cache validity
has been established.

Further design goals speci�c to social networking applications. In addition to
the design goals outlined above (p. 4), and for the purpose of sensible social
networking applications, an additional property is desirable: any X can learn
the number of hidden friends A claims to have by counting the entries for hid-
den friendship links. Such a requirement is in line with the use-cases UC2 and
UC9. However, this further requirement con�icts with the design assumption (d)
established above that validity of one's friends list entry is undecidable for an
outsider. The remedy of counting one's inbound friendship links which should
equal one's outgoing friendship links under the symmetry assumption is not pos-
sible for hidden friendship links. A well-formedness requirement may be another
practicable approach to tell bogus entries and valid friendship entries apart.
Still, the countability goal is not be achievable by withdrawing the assumption
(d) only. Any user may have several identities that she could use for establishing
friendship links between seemingly di�erent users. There are therefore at least
two techniques to boost one's hidden friends count, each of which cannot be pre-
cluded in a fully distributed scenario where identities can be created opaquely
at low cost. We conclude that X can only learn a lower bound for A's num-
ber of hidden friends from latter list of friends. The satis�ability of weakened
countability goals is discussed in Section 2, p. 9.

Social networks also rely on friendship as an access control criterion as descri-
bed in use-cases UC1 and UC4. The existence of a friendship relation is enforced
when accessing a secured resource. We distinguish between two cases: �rst,
direct enforcement and, second, delegated enforcement. Bilateral enforcement
relies on the design goals and is achieved since both parties involved in a hidden
friendship can verify its continued existence in their own and the respectively
other's records. A third party tests the existence of a friendship between two
users by pairwise associating a friendship claim with a proof of identity.

Granting access to privileged resources may not be limited to one's direct
friends but also friends of friends or, more generally, friends of nth degree. We
discuss the compatibility of hidden friendship links with multihop friendship in
Section 2, p. 9.
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Leveraging existing technologies. The implementation of a hidden friendship pro-
tocol, discussed in the next Section on p. 6, can be built on top of existing Inter-
net and security technologies, keeping the protocol itself concise while leveraging
established and developing standards. In particular, the following infrastructure
for publishing personal information in a semantic format and for transmitting
information in a secure and concealed manner is used as a basis: (a) the vCard
format extension to represent social network membership information for a single
individual, in particular the publisher of the vCard �le [5]; (b) the representa-
tion of latter in semantic HTML using hCard for direct embedding into personal
or other Web pages, including distributed social network pro�le pages [1]; (c)
the FOAF (friend-of-a-friend) standard to encode personal information and re-
lationships in a machine-readable format; (d) FOAF+SSL, as an alternative to
OpenId to allow for certi�cate-bound identities and distributed authentication
across multiple social networks [15]; (e) a contact list private to the user's in-
dividual, such as a phone book, Outlook contacts or a private FOAF �le; (f)
means for encrypting messages and for concealing messaging interaction, using
remailers such as Mixminion [3].

Implementation: establishing friendships. Public and hidden friendship links are
both stored as outgoing friendship links, mutually pointing to the other party
(Figure 1). For public friendship links, the link references the other user by her
public identi�er, KA,such as a public key, a well-known personal Web page Uri,
an email address or the Uri of her own list of friends. For hidden friendship links,
the link references a public identi�er speci�c to this relationship only and not
otherwise used by either of the parties. Each party may freshly generate such
an identi�er as a (public key, private key) pair, unique to a directed friendship
link. The referenced party maintains the private key K−1

i associated with the
public key Ki in the referencing party's public list of friends. Note that there
is no need for sharing a secret. If secure channels are used for concealing the
messages exchanged between two prospective friends, public/private keys used
therein may be recycled.

Enforcing friendships. Friendship relations are enforced upon execution of a
privileged action. A public friendship relation between A and B is enforced by A
inspecting B's list of friends for the existence of KA. B looks for KB in A's public
list of friends. In addition, any third party X may also check for the existence
of a public friendship relation between A and B. A hidden friendship relation
between A and B is enforced by A inspecting B's list of friends for the existence
of the relationship-speci�c public key Ki that A once issued to B. Likewise, B
looks for the relationship-key Kj she has issued to A. A third-party X is unable
to check for the existence of a hidden friendship relation between A and B, since
the relationship-speci�c keys do not contain a reference to the issuing party.
This behaviour is intentional, as detailed in use-cases UC6 and UC7.

Revoking friendships. Friendship relations can be revoked unilaterally by ei-
ther party removing the corresponding person- or relationship-speci�c public
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Figure 1. Encoding of public (solid lines, A ↔ P) and hidden (dashed lines, A
↔ B) friendship relations with symmetric links. The list of friends (document)
associated with a user is public, the individual contact list (database) is private.
For a public friendship, the friends store the respectively other's public identi�er
in their own list of friends: A stores KP and P stores KA. For a hidden friendship,
the friends store a public key issued by the respectively other for this friendship
relation only. A generates a key-pair (Ki, K−1

i ): she keeps the private part and
sends the public part to B who incorporates it into her public list of friends.
B also generates a key-pair (Kj , K−1

j ) and performs the same exchange and
integration tasks (Figure 2).

key from her public list of friends. Revocation can be detected through unsuc-
cessful enforcement. A unilaterally revoking party continues to have access to
friendship-secures resources until the other party replicates the revocation.

Encoding in FOAF. FOAF is an established semantic Web format one can use
to publish information about oneself and one's connections in standard and
machine-readable manner. FOAF �les are published by their author. In FOAF,
foaf:knows-elements indicate relationships with other people. More speci�c
variants, such as �closeFriendOf�, �livesWith� or �parentOf� as exist as inheriting
elements to further specify the quality of the relationship [2]. Such derived
properties can be used to make the distinction between public and hidden friends
explicit. However, this is not required because storing relationship-speci�c keys
instead of person-speci�c identi�ers is compatible with the syntax of FOAF.
foaf:nickname or other RDF vocabulary may be used instead of foaf:name or
rdf:resource may also be used to qualify the nature of the referencing identi�er
rather than of the reference itself.

For the friendship relations depicted in Figure 1, the relevant fragment from
A's FOAF �le could be:

<foaf:Person rdf:ID="me">

<foaf:name>A</foaf:name>

<foaf:knows><foaf:Person>

<foaf:name>P</foaf:name>

</foaf:Person></foaf:knows>
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A B B.Foaf

reviewInvitation()

B.Contacts

merge()

acceptFriendship()

insertFoafFragment

merge

insertFoafFragment()

inviteToFriendship()

Figure 2. Generic sequence diagram for a successful establishment of a friend-
ship relation. User A initiates the establishment by sending a friendship invita-
tion to user B. A includes an identi�ying fragment, a public key speci�c to this
friendship link for a hidden or her persistent public key (or otherwise ident�er
such as a Uri) for a non-hidden friendship. Her details such as email address or
other communication details are included as sender information. User B reviews
the friendship request and, upon approval, inserts A's identifying fragment into
her own list of friends, such a B's public FOAF �le (B.Foaf)). B also updates
her private contact database (B.contacts) with A's details and a pointer to A's
public FOAF �le for future friendship enforcement. B then replies to A with
B's own identifying fragment (friendship link speci�c / general purpose public
key). Finally, A performs the same integration tasks, by the end of which the
friendship between A and B is established.

<foaf:knows><foaf:Person>

<foaf:name>ae4f281df5a5d0ff3cad6371f76d5c29b6d953ec</foaf:name>

</foaf:Person></foaf:knows>

</foaf:Person>

The rôle of a central authority / delegated access control with distributed hidden
friendships. As outlined in use-case UC1, friendship links form the basis for
social access control schemes. In particular, a user may publish a digital resource
such as the photographs from the wedding or a video from the last rafting trip.
Only friends shall have access to this resource. Typically, A does not want
to host this material herself but relies on dedicated service providers to ful�l
this server-like task since these o�er continuous connectivity and have su�cient
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bandwith and storage resources. Several social networks have grown around such
media publishing. The idea of centralised content storage is compatible with and
complementary to decentralised friendship control. Figure 3 depicts a scenario
where A publishes a restricted document using C's services and B, a hidden
friend of A, wants to access the document. C shall be able to check whether B
quali�es for access without having A to reveal her friends to C. Delegated access
control is a major motivation for uniformly publishing hidden and non-hidden
friends.

Access to a secured resource will be determined based on a list of friends
which is referenced through a Uri as part of the upload process. Linking to
the friends list instead of physically uploading it implies that changes in A's
list of friends will be re�ected in C's decisions who shall have access with no
need for A to alter the uploaded content/ACL bundle. A may want to specify a
resource-dependent caching policy which allows C to base its decisions on local
copies of A's list of friends. Setting such caching policies is perfectly feasible
when requests to the Uri of A's FOAF �le are served over HTTP(S).

As soon as friendship enforcement relies on a cached list of friends relayed
by third parties, the authenticity of the caches needs to be su�ciently reliable.
Signing FOAF �les guarantees their integrity and can be done using standard
XML Signature procedures. To ensure that the signer actually is the original
publisher (and not an attacker), the signature key needs to be linked su�ciently
strongly with the FOAF �le author. Semi-centralised architectures such as ins-
titutional trust provide strong evidence as can a web of trust provided there
are enough public friendship links. Note that once established, the belief in a
signature key can be passed on over updates of the signed document.

A public friend is trivially granted access since anybody can enforce a public
friendship relationship. A hidden friend can prove her entitlement without re-
vealing her identity: access shall be granted to a requestor who can prove to have
the private key associated with any public key located in the uploaders public
FOAF �le. This challenge-response can be done using standard procedures. It is
not important under which hidden friends' public key a requestor authenticates
since all hidden friends have access anyway. A leaked private friendship key is
just the digital analogy to an unreliable friend.

Counting hidden friendships. As outlined in use-cases UC2 and UC9 counting
one's friends is another typical social networking application. Given a user's list
of friends, one can only tell how many hidden friends this user has at most (see
p. 5). However, in the context of an access control scenario as the one outlined
above, the content distributor C could publish statistics on how many successful
authentications against di�erent public friendship keys were made (still being
unable to tell how many distinct users authenticated). A user may use a similar
infrastructure to propose a �vote of con�dence� and ask her friends to support
her � without unveiling their identity.

Hidden friendship of nth degree. As outlined in use-case UC4, privilege propaga-
tion beyond direct friendship links may be desirable. Users can identify public
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Ki
-1 Kj Ki Kj
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♫

A
.foaf

upload retrieve

Figure 3. A publishes a digital resource using C's facilities: she uploads a
document and attaches to it the Uri of her FOAF �le, which shall determine
who will have access to the resource. B, a hidden friend of A, then wants to
access the resource.

friends (of public friends) of their own hidden friends. Veri�cation of hidden
friendship links further down in a linking sequence can be achieved on a per-
case by applying the third-party enforcement / delegated access control model.
As motivated in use-case UC5, successful enforcement of multihop friendship
links requires cooperation from hidden friends along the friendship path. If, for
instance, there was a path of friendship relations A ↔ B ↔ C ↔ D, all of them
hidden, D would require (only) C's support for proving to A there is a friendship
link of third degree. In general n−2 cooperating intermediate friends are needed
to to directly prove a hidden friendship of nth degree and n − 1 are required if
A delegates the enforcement.

One-party deviation from the protocol. In a distributed friendship scenario, sym-
metry of friendship links is not enforced. As a result, each of two parties invol-
ved can change the friendship links in their FOAF �les unilaterally. For a public
friendship link, un-symmetric friendship links are obvious and may just be inter-
preted as unilateral appraisal (�fan�) or as a transitionary period during which
one party has already established a link and is waiting for the other party to
follow or one party has revoked the friendship.

The interpretation of unilateral hidden friendship relations is more subtle. A
party deviating from the protocol may alter the visibility status of an outgoing
friendship link or delete it. For all scenarios, it holds that the other party may
detect such changes in the link structure to at least the same extent as a third
party observer. Unilateral alteration of friendship visibility does not change the
publicity of the relationship but breaks the relationship (as does revocation).
The other party may respond by a corresponding action.
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Figure 4. Using a tabbed user interface, the �friend manager� application gives
a list of the existing friends, provides a form for generating new friendship re-
quests, and allows a review of pending requests. (left) If a friend can be matched
to the user's contacts, a real name is displayed instead of a communication iden-
ti�er (e.g. reneerr@yahoo.fr). Shade and colour of the icons communicate the
visibility of the friends (light: hidden; dark: publicly visible) and another pro-
perty such as sex, which may be not available for some friends (grey icons).
Multiple friends can be selected at once to perform a privileged operation such
as informing them about one's current location. (middle) The form for crea-
ting new friendship invitations o�ers options for enhancing the privacy of the
friendship. (right) Currently pending requests are summarised with the name
of the potential friend, her contact details, and her FOAF URI if available. The
visibility of the friendship is encoded in the icon. The time elapsed since the
request was �led is displayed in a human-readable format. Requests with the
FOAF URI missing are highlighted since their status cannot be checked. Filed
requests can be edited to add such missing information at a later point in time.

3 Tool Support for Mobile Devices

The feasibility and sustainability of the developed hidden friendship protocol is
demonstrated by a mobile-device platform implementation of a �friend manager�
application for which Figure 4 depicts the core functionality. The application
builds on the Microsoft .Net Compact Framework, allowing deployment on de-
vices running Windows [8], Symbian [14], or other various operating systems
such as Linux on diverse architectures, Apple operating systems, SUN Solaris,
and non-mainstream operating systems (for instance Nintendo Wii) via Mono.

The friend manager tightly integrates with the existing PIM infrastructure
for messaging and contact management, Figure 5, hence improving usability and
avoiding overlapping data silos. Close integration is of paramount importance for
user acceptance as the contact book is the private manifestation of a person's
social network and a source for �nding opportunities for communication and
interaction [13].
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Figure 5. The �friend manager� application integrates with the existing mes-
saging infrastructure on the device. (left) Upon creating a new friend request,
user details can be imported from the contacts so that contacts matching in
name will be displayed and updated as the user types. (middle, right) Friend-
ship invitations are sent via PocketOutlook where a draft is generated for further
edit prior to sending the message so the user can bene�t from the entire exis-
ting messaging infrastructure. The application is prepared to handle alternative
communication channels in addition to email.

4 Discussion

The proposed protocol of encrypting identi�ers for hidden friendship relation-
ships presents several theoretical and technical advantages which are particularly
valuable for deployment in distributed social networking. Public and hidden
friendship relations can be encoded uniformly in a public FOAF �le with no
need to serve di�erent friends lists based on the credentials a requesting client
presents. Hidden friendship identi�ers cannot be traced back to the actual users
and several hidden friendship links of the same user cannot be merged. Se-
mantics and syntax of FOAF are preserved as well as the various alternatives
for publishing FOAF �les � including third party repositories and distributed
caching.

Hidden friendship relations are compatible with typical social networking ap-
plications such as direct or delegated access control schemes based on friendship.
Friendship enforcement can be realised for multihop links. The number of one's
outgoing hidden friendship links is an unreliable social metric since these links
can be made up easily. Still, it is possible to anonymously count one's encrypted
friend entries that are not bogus data.

The proposed protocol builds on top of encryption and the concealment of the
friendship-establishing messaging. Nonetheless, should an encrypted identi�er
be intercepted, it cannot be used to establish a hidden friendship under a false
name. However, challenges remain:
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� Does the observable execution of a privileged action reveal enough informa-
tion to detect the existence of a friendship link?

� Can users attach an individually negotiated privacy policy to a friendship
link to govern the use of data received over this friendship channel?

� Is access control based on friendship relations of nth degree as sketched in
this paper viable?

� To which extent can one leverage hidden friendship networks for anonymising
the retrieval of Web resources?

� Can we build usable rôle-based access-control (RBAC) schemes for social
networking?

� From an economic perspective what level of support for privacy settings does
a social network operator optimally o�ers to its users? Do social network
operators compete on privacy support anyway?

� How can metrics over hidden and public friendship relations still be compu-
ted in a useful manner?

� Is an escrow service (for instance dbpedia) required in order to ensure the
same list of friends is presented to all users?

� Does the implicit understanding of what a friendship relation conveys di�er
across di�erent networks to such an extent that joining friends throughout
several networks would contravene the users' access control intentions?
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